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ABSTRACT: Metallic lithium (Li) anodes are crucial for the development of high speciﬁc energy batteries yet are
plagued by their poor cycling eﬃciency. Electrode architecture engineering is vital for maintaining a stable anode
volume and suppressing Li corrosion during cycling. In this paper, a reduced graphene oxide “host” framework for
Li metal anodes is further optimized by embedding silicon (Si) nanoparticles between the graphene layers. They
serve as Li nucleation seeds to promote Li deposition within the framework even without prestored Li. Meanwhile,
the LixSi alloy particles serve as supporting “pillars” between the graphene layers, enabling a minimized thickness
shrinkage after full stripping of metallic Li. Combined with a Li compatible electrolyte, a 99.4% Coulombic
eﬃciency over ∼600 cycles is achieved, and stable cycling of a Li||NMC532 full cell for ∼380 cycles with negligible
capacity decay is realized.
KEYWORDS: Li metal anode, host, graphene oxide, Si nanoparticles, nucleation seeds, pillaring eﬀect
two exciting examples of seeded hollow carbon spheres7 and
layered graphene oxides (GO),8 followed by a series of other
demonstrations of artiﬁcial “host” frameworks.7−17 They
successfully promoted the cycle life of metallic Li anodes, yet
still demanded further improvements. For example, Li-reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) composite anode still showed a ∼20%
of volume change after full stripping of metallic Li.8 Besides, a
certain amount of metallic Li needed to be maintained within
the framework as the “seed” for Li deposition. Otherwise, Li
would preferentially deposit on the outer surface due to the

M

etallic lithium (Li) is the ultimate choice of anode
material for next-generation high speciﬁc energy
batteries due to its low electrode potential and high
speciﬁc capacity.1 Nevertheless, its dendritic growth, uncontrollable large volume change during cycling, and subsequent
low Coulombic eﬃciency (CE) in conventional Li-ion battery
electrolytes undermine its operational safety and cycle life.2−5
Great eﬀorts were made to address the key issues of metallic Li
anodes. Among them, two methodologies are widely acknowledged to be eﬀective for the improvement of the cycling
performance of metallic Li anodes.
Maintaining a stable anode volume during cycling is
critical.1,3,6 The signiﬁcant volume change of metallic Li
roots from its “host-free” nature. The volume change causes
the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) to easily crack, exposing
fresh Li surface. This leads to further SEI formation, dendritic
growth, and aggravated Li inventory losses. The “host” concept
aimed at suppressing volume ﬂuctuation was ﬁrst proposed in
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Figure 1. Schematic drawings showing the advantages of SirGO over conventional rGO framework. (a) After direct deposition, metallic Li
plates on the top surface of rGO, while preferentially deposits into the SirGO framework due to the seeding eﬀect of Si nanoparticles. (b)
Schematic of rGO and SirGO frameworks. (c) After Li melt infusion and stripping, the thickness of Li-rGO composite anode shrinks, while
that of the Li-SirGO composite anode maintains due to the pillaring eﬀect of the LixSi particles remaining within the gaps.

Figure 2. Fabrication and characterization of Li-SirGO. (a−e) Fabrication procedure of Li-SirGO composite anode. GO aqueous suspension
is ﬁrst mixed with Si nanoparticles under vigorous stirring (a). Then the suspension is vacuum ﬁltered (b) and dried to form SiGO ﬁlm (c).
The SiGO ﬁlm goes through spark reaction with molten Li to form SirGO ﬁlm (d). Finally, metallic Li is infused into the framework to form
Li-SirGO composite anode (e). (f) XRD patterns of Si nanoparticle, SiGO, SirGO and Li-SirGO ﬁlms. (g) TGA results of Si nanoparticle,
GO, SiGO, and SirGO ﬁlms in simulated air atmosphere (20% O2 + 80% Ar). (h−j) SEM images of the cross sections of SiGO ﬁlm (h),
SirGO ﬁlm (i), and Li-SirGO ﬁlm (j).

further improved “host” for metallic Li. The Si nanoparticles
aﬀord two critical eﬀects compared to previous Li metal “host”
frameworks. First, they serve as nucleation seeds for metallic Li
deposition. This suppresses Li deposition outside the framework and facilitates better protection of Li deposited into the
“host” (Figure 1a). Second, the subsequently formed LixSi
alloy particles serve as structure supporting “pillars” to
maintain the gap spaces between graphene layers, leading to
a minimized thickness shrinkage even after full stripping of
metallic Li (Figure 1c). With a recently reported highperformance LHCE based on tris(2,2,2-triﬂuoroethyl)orthoformate (TFEO)28 to build a monolithic SEI, the
SirGO host shows excellent electrochemical performances.
Li||SirGO half cells provide stable a CE of 99.4% for over 600
cycles. Furthermore, Li-SirGO||NMC532 full cells (N/P ratio
≈4) can be cycled for ∼380 cycles with negligible capacity
decay. This work optimizes Li metal host structures with the
seeding and pillaring eﬀects of Si nanoparticles and achieves
excellent full cell performance by incorporating a state-of-the-

electronic conductivity of the rGO framework and the
corresponding protection would be lost.
To build a stable SEI to passivate the highly reactive Li
metal, electrolyte engineering is a crucial approach.3,18
Commercial LiPF6/carbonate electrolytes are optimized for
Li-ion batteries, but are not ideal for the cycling of metallic Li
anodes. Recently, ether-based, highly ﬂuorinated chemicals
were widely developed as solvents in electrolytes for metallic Li
anodes.19−22 With the idea of localized high-concentration
electrolytes (LHCEs),23−27 the cycling performance of metallic
Li was improved to a higher level. Although the metallic Li
deposits showed a much more homogeneous morphology
within these electrolytes, they were still far from perfectly
dense ﬁlms. Meanwhile, the volume and pressure ﬂuctuation
remained during cycling, undermining long-term stable cycling
capability. Therefore, a synergetic method combining well
optimized “host” structures with high-performance electrolytes
is urgently demanded.3
In this work, a framework of silicon (Si) nanoparticles
embedded reduced graphene oxide (SirGO) is fabricated as a
B
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Li can be observed on top of the rGO ﬁlm (Figure 3a), while
the surface of the SirGO ﬁlm remains black (Figure 3b). SEM

art electrolyte, representing a signiﬁcant advancement for the
Li metal battery development.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a−e shows the synthesis procedure of Li-SirGO
composite anodes. Si nanoparticles with ∼100 nm diameters
(Figure S1) are ﬁrst uniformly dispersed in GO solutions
through vigorous stirring and sonicating (Figure 2a). The
suspension is then vacuum ﬁltered (Figure 2b) to form Si
embedded GO (SiGO) ﬁlms (Figure 2c). Subsequently, SiGO
ﬁlms go through spark reaction to form Si embedded rGO
(SirGO) ﬁlms8 (Figure 2d) and melt infusion of metallic Li to
achieve Li-SirGO composite anodes (Figure 2e). Figure 2h−j
is scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the cross
sections for SiGO, SirGO, and Li-SirGO ﬁlms. The gaps
between graphene layers expand signiﬁcantly after the spark
reaction, and the embedded Si nanoparticles can be observed
(Figure 2i). After Li infusion, the gaps are ﬁlled with metallic
Li, and particles resembling the morphology of LixSi alloy
appear (Figure 2j). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) is performed on the cross sections of SirGO and LiSirGO ﬁlms (Figure S2), conﬁrming the uniform distribution
of Si between the graphene layers. Top-views of the ﬁlms are
shown in Figure S3. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) patterns (Figure
2f) conﬁrm the formation of LixSi alloy with the highest Li
ratio (Li22Si5), which is made possible by the high temperature
(400 °C) provided during the melt infusion process.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is performed under
simulated air atmosphere (20% oxygen (O2) + 80% argon
(Ar)) to characterize the mass ratio of Si within the “host”
framework (Figure 2g). GO and SiGO samples show an extra
mass loss plateau at ∼200 °C compared to SirGO, which can
be attributed to the decomposition of oxygen-containing
functional groups and the release of H2O, CO and CO2
molecules.29 Calculated from the curve of the SirGO sample,
Si nanoparticles occupy ∼7% of the mass of the SirGO
framework. The Li-SirGO composite anode oﬀers a high
speciﬁc capacity of 3089 mAh/g (Figure S4). A second voltage
plateau at ∼0.4 V can be observed, corresponding to the
decomposition of LixSi. These LixSi particles contribute to only
∼5% of the total capacity, so the speciﬁc capacity of the
composite anode is not undermined, while only the metallic Li
is utilized during cycling.
Si nanoparticles serve as nucleation seeds for metallic Li
deposition. Figure 1a schematically illustrates this eﬀect. When
Li is directly deposited onto an rGO ﬁlm, the high electronic
conductivity of the rGO framework causes metallic Li to
preferentially plate on the top surface. In this case, the metallic
Li directly contacts with the electrolyte and loses the
protection from the framework. Consequently, the conventional rGO framework demands prestored Li to function as an
eﬀective “host” so that Li would deposit on existing Li instead
of forming new nuclei which requires extra overpotential. In
contrast, with the existence of Si nanoparticles between the
graphene layers, Li ﬁrst alloys with the Si above 0 V vs Li/Li+
and subsequently precipitates as metallic Li. In this way, Li is
fully protected within the SirGO framework even when directly
deposited to the “host” without prestored Li, leading to a
better rechargeability. A simple experiment is designed to
demonstrate this eﬀect. SirGO and rGO ﬁlms are paired with
Li foil in coin cells. Afterward, 1 mAh/cm2 of Li is deposited
onto the SirGO and rGO electrodes, respectively. After coin
cell disassembly, a signiﬁcant amount of silver-colored metallic

Figure 3. Working mechanisms of SirGO frameworks. (a, b) SEM
images and digital photos (inset) of a rGO ﬁlm (a) and a SirGO
ﬁlm (b) after depositing 1 mAh/cm2 of Li at 1 mA/cm2. A
signiﬁcant amount of metallic Li is observed on the top surface of
the rGO ﬁlm, while no metallic Li appears on the top surface of the
SirGO ﬁlm. (c, d) SEM images of the cross sections of a Li-SirGO
composite ﬁlm before (c) and after (d) stripping metallic Li to 0.4
V vs Li/Li+. The sample in (c) is prepared through direct cutting
for a sharp edge. (e) SEM image of an enlarged region in (d).
Large particles can be observed between the graphene layers. (f)
SEM-EDS mapping of Si for the region shown in (e). The particles
in (e) are very rich in Si, conﬁrming that they are LixSi serving as
pillars after Li stripping for a minimized thickness shrinkage.

images also conﬁrm the growth of dendrites on rGO ﬁlm and a
smooth surface without metallic Li of the SirGO ﬁlm.
Another crucial functionality of the Si nanoparticles is to
eliminate the thickness ﬂuctuations during cycling. Li-rGO
composite anode still experienced thickness shrinkage after Li
stripping.8 This is caused by the lack of support between the
graphene ﬂakes after losing the metallic Li (Figure 1c). It is
known that Si has an over 400% volume expansion after full
lithiation. Although the embedded Si nanoparticles have
diameters of ∼100 nm, their dimensions after alloying with
Li match that of the gaps between the graphene layers. If we
set the cutoﬀ voltage to 0.4 V during the stripping process, all
the metallic Li is stripped away, while the LixSi particles are
maintained. In this way, the distance between the graphene
layers is well supported, and a stable anode volume can be
C
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CE measurements in Li||Cu (copper), Li||rGO, and Li||
SirGO half cells (1 mA/cm2, 1 mAh/cm2) are ﬁrst performed
to demonstrate the eﬀects of the Si nanoparticles on
electrochemical performances (Figure 4a,b and Table 2).

achieved (Figure 1c). To conﬁrm this eﬀect, metallic Li is
stripped from a Li-SirGO composite ﬁlm until 0.4 V vs Li/Li+,
and the cross sections can be observed in Figure 3c,d.
Thickness is also measured at multiple other regions of this
ﬁlm (Figure S5), and statistical analysis results are shown in
Table 1. This 69.3 ± 7.00 μm-thick Li-SirGO ﬁlm shows a

Table 2. Half-Cell CE Analysis
11−100 cycles

Table 1. Thickness of a Li-SirGO Film before and after
Metallic Li Stripping
Cu foil
rGO
SirGO (1.5 V)
SirGO (0.4 V)

thickness (μm)
Li-SirGO
Li-SirGO (no
Li)

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

avg.

std.

74.3
72.6

73.5
63.7

63.3
66.8

60.2
65.1

75.2
72.6

69.3
68.2

7.00
4.20

Article

101−600 cycles

avg. CE (%)

std. CE (%)

avg. CE (%)

std. CE (%)

98.09
97.98
99.09
98.40

0.549
0.507
0.934
0.833

98.30
99.54
100.25
99.40

3.629
2.290
5.472
0.247

The electrolyte used here is 1 M LiFSI/DME-TFEO. Due to
its high compatibility to metallic Li, bare Cu foil can already
achieve high CE initially (98.09% between cycles 11 and 100).
However, the CE for Cu foil starts to signiﬁcantly degrade after
300 cycles, possibly due to the extensive SEI shell
accumulation. When replacing the Cu foil with rGO
framework, the ﬁrst 100 cycles CE is far from satisfying
(only 97.98%). This can be attributed to the Li deposition on
its surface discussed above. With the usage of SirGO (stripping
until 1.5 V vs Li/Li+), not only the initial CE is promoted
(99.09% between cycles 11 and 100) due to the nucleating
eﬀect, but long-term performance is also improved (100.25%
between cycles 101 and 600). Nevertheless, another issue
emerges, which is the increased CE ﬂuctuation. Table 2 shows
that the standard deviations of CE in both stages are ampliﬁed
for SirGO. This is possibly caused by two factors. First, some
LixSi particles are not in perfect electronic contact with the
framework. Consequently, a small amount of Li might remain
inactive within the LixSi alloy during a cycle but becomes
active again during the next. Second, by stripping the Li-SirGO

thickness of 68.2 ± 4.20 μm after complete metallic Li
stripping. This is only ∼1.6% of thickness shrinkage and a
signiﬁcant improvement compared to Li-rGO composite
anode.8 Figure 3e shows an enlarged region in Figure 3d.
Large particles can be observed between the graphene layers.
SEM-EDS is further performed to conﬁrm the elemental
distribution. Si (Figure 3f) and carbon (C) (Figure S6b) maps
distinctively show that the particles in Figure 3e are rich in Si
and poor in C. An overlay image (Figure S6a) further conﬁrms
that the Si distribution matches the particle distribution very
well. Considering that the particles sizes are much larger than
pristine Si nanoparticles we use, we believe that they are
exactly the agglomerated LixSi alloy particles that we expect to
serve as pillars for the graphene layers after metallic Li
stripping. This further minimized volume ﬂuctuation will
possibly enable an improved long-term stable cycling of the
composite anodes.

Figure 4. CE measurement and symmetric cell cycling results. (a) CE comparison between Cu foil, rGO ﬁlm, and SirGO ﬁlm (0.4 and 1.5 V
as cutoﬀ voltages). One M LiFSI/DME-TFEO is used as the electrolyte. (b) Voltage curves of the Li deposition and stripping of the samples
in (a). (c) Voltage curves of the symmetric cell cycling with Li foil, Li-rGO or Li-SirGO as electrodes. One M LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC is
used as the electrolyte. (d) Impedance measurement results for the symmetric cells shown in (c) before cycling.
D
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Figure 5. Full cell cycling results. (a, b) Long-term cycling performance and the charging/discharging curves (15th cycle) of full cells with
NMC532 cathodes and Li foil, Li-rGO or Li-SirGO anodes. One M LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC is used as the electrolyte. (c, d) Long-term
cycling performance and the charging/discharging curves (15th cycle) of full cells with NMC532 cathodes and Li foil, Li-rGO or Li-SirGO
anodes. One M LiFSI/DME-TFEO is used as the electrolyte. (e) Rate capability of full cells with NMC532 cathodes and Li foil, Li-rGO, or
Li-SirGO anodes in 1 M LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC electrolyte. (f) Rate capability of full cells with NMC532 cathodes and Li foil, Li-rGO, or
Li-SirGO anodes in 1 M LiFSI/DME-TFEO electrolyte.

composite anode to 1.5 V vs Li/Li+, we are extracting not only
the metallic Li but also the Li within the alloy particles. In this
way, the electrode thickness will not be well-maintained
because the Si nanoparticles are too small to support the gaps
between the graphene layers, leading to a pronounced variation
of CE among cycles and the occasional over 100% CE. To fully
take advantage of the merits of SirGO, another cycling method
is designed. After formation cycles, the SirGO electrode is
stepped to 0 V vs Li/Li+ for a long time so that all Si particles
are fully lithiated, while no metallic Li plates yet. The cycling
starts afterward. In each cycle, 1 mAh/cm2 of metallic Li is
further deposited, and then the composite anode is stripped to
only 0.4 V vs Li/Li+. Under this condition, the voltage curves
in Figure 4b conﬁrm that only the metallic form of Li is cycled.
In this way, improved CE of 99.40% is achieved with a very
small ﬂuctuation (0.247% standard deviation). Figure S7 shows
that the long-term CE performance is also much improved
under an increased areal capacity of 3 mAh/cm2. These results
conﬁrm the crucial role of Si nanoparticles in the improved
electrochemical performances.
Symmetric cell cycling is also performed with Li foil, LirGO, or Li-SirGO as Li electrodes. Using both 1 M LiPF6/ECDEC-FEC-VC (Figure 4c) and 1 M LiFSI/DME-TFEO
electrolytes (Figure S8), the cell with Li-SirGO composite

electrodes shows the least polarization. This is because the
LixSi alloy particles enlarge some of the gaps and pore spaces
within the composite anode framework, leading to a reduced
local current density compared to bare Li foil. Besides, the
overpotential of Li foil cell gradually decreases after long-term
cycling, while that of the Li-SirGO cell remains low and stable.
This indicates that the surface area of Li foil keeps increasing
through dendritic growth and that of Li-SirGO remains rather
stable. These observations agree well with the impedance
measurement results. Before cycling, the impedance of the Li
foil cell is much larger than that of the Li-SirGO cell with both
electrolytes (Figures 4d and S5). After 100 cycles, however, the
impedance of Li foil electrodes decreases by over 10 times
(Figures S6 and S7). In contrast, the impedance of Li-SirGO
decreases much more moderately. With 1 M LiFSI/DMETFEO electrolyte, the impedance of the Li foil cell becomes
even lower than that of the Li-SirGO cell (Figure S11b). This
suggests that even though the Li deposition morphology
appears to be very uniform in this electrolyte, high surface area
still tends to build up vigorously without the usage of a “host”
framework. These data imply that the Li-SirGO composite
anode provides a reduced polarization during cycling without
undermining the cycling eﬃciency, which is made possible
E
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achieving a stable cycling of a Li||NMC532 full cell for ∼380
cycles with limited Li source. By combining electrolyte
engineering with three-dimensional composite anodes, both
higher cycling eﬃciency and better rate capability are achieved.
This work demonstrates the importance of multicomponent
engineering for the Li anode performance, achieves a
signiﬁcant advancement in Li anode cycling capability, and
will inspire future studies for the realization of a commercial
level high speciﬁc energy Li metal battery.

through the suppressed dendritic growth and surface area
build-up.
The improvement in electrochemical performance is further
characterized in full cell measurements. Li foil, Li-rGO, and LiSirGO (∼10 mAh/cm2) are paired with NMC532 cathodes
(∼2.5 mAh/cm2) with 60 μL of electrolyte in a coin cell
conﬁguration. Long-term cycling is performed under 0.5C (1C
= 2.5 mA/cm2) after 3 formation cycles under 0.1C. In 1 M
LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC electrolyte, the speciﬁc capacity
decays for all three types of anodes (Figure 5a). We speculate
this is caused by the dendrite growth and resistance build-up
on the Li anodes within this electrolyte. Nevertheless, the full
cell with Li-SirGO composite anode provides both a higher
and more stable capacity (∼150 cycles of stable cycling
compared to ∼100 cycles of the cell with Li foil anode). On
one hand, improved speciﬁc capacity is achieved through the
increased surface area of the composite anode. This is further
conﬁrmed by the voltage curve during 15th cycle (Figure 5b),
where the charging/discharging overpotential of the Li-SirGO
cell is much smaller than the other cells. On the other hand,
long-term cycling stability is realized by the improved CE of
the Li-SirGO anode. With the usage of 1 M LiFSI/DMETFEO electrolyte, the cycling performance is much improved
(Figure 5c) due to its better protection for both the anode and
cathode materials. Nevertheless, the Li-SirGO composite
anode still provides the best performance, improving the full
cell cycle life from ∼200 cycles (Li foil anode) to ∼380 cycles
with negligible capacity decay. A repeatedly happening
phenomenon for Li-rGO cells is that its capacity drops
signiﬁcantly and gradually restores at the initial stage of cycling
(Figure 5c and Figure S12). Voltage curves of a Li-rGO cell in
15th cycle also show a much higher overpotential. We attribute
this phenomenon to a non-ideal wettability of the 1 M LiFSI/
DME-TFEO electrolyte to the Li-rGO composite anode. As a
result, longer time is needed for the electrolyte to inﬁltrate into
the pore spaces of the anode framework, leading to the gradual
recovery of the capacity. This also explains previous data,
where the symmetric cell with Li-rGO electrodes shows the
highest impedance and overpotential after cycling within this
electrolyte (Figures S4 and S7). Finally, the Li-SirGO cell
shows the best rate capability in both electrolytes (Figure 5e,f),
attributed to its high yet stable surface area. These results
conﬁrm the synergetic eﬀect of a simultaneously engineered
electrolyte and electrode architecture on the cycling performances. Not only the rechargeability can be further enhanced,
but these composite anodes can also cycle at a reduced
overpotential. This composite anode design will be especially
beneﬁcial for some recently developed electrolytes with
excellent compatibility with metallic Li but reduced ionic
conductivity.

METHODS
Fabrication of Li-SirGO. Si nanoparticles (American Elements)
were ﬁrst dispersed into GO solutions (5 mg/mL, Graphene
Supermarket) with a 1:4 mass ratio between Si and GO. The
suspension was stirred overnight and sonicated for 30 min. Afterward,
vacuum ﬁltration was performed with nylon membranes (Whatman,
with diameter of ∼47 mm and pore size of ∼0.2 μm). The as-obtained
SiGO ﬁlms were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 48 h and then
transferred to an Ar-ﬁlled glovebox with subppm of O2 level. To
perform the spark reaction, Li foil (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) was ﬁrst melted
in a stainless-steel pan on a hot plate at ∼400 °C. The SiGO ﬁlms
were then put into contact with the molten Li and the spark reaction
occurred within seconds, forming SirGO ﬁlms. The edges of the
SirGO ﬁlms were then brought into contact with the molten Li, which
then infused into the SirGO ﬁlms to form Li-SirGO composite ﬁlms.
These Li-SirGO ﬁlms can act as electrodes once cooled down to room
temperature.
Characterizations. SEM images were taken with an FEI Magellan
400 XHR. XRD characterizations were conducted on a Bruker D8
Venture with Cu radiation. The mass percentage of Si in SirGO ﬁlms
was determined from the weight loss curves measured under
simulated air atmosphere (20% O2 + 80% Ar) on a TG/DTA
Instruments (Netzsch STA 449) with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.
Under these conditions, mass increased due to slight Si oxidation,
whereas carbon oxidation to gaseous species caused mass loss. To
decouple these two processes, a pure Si control sample was measured
at the same heating conditions, and the mass gain was deducted from
the result of a SirGO sample during calculations.
Electrochemistry. All electrochemical characterizations in this
work were performed with 2032-type coin cells (MTI) with 1 cm2
electrodes and 60 μL of electrolyte. For half-cell CE measurements,
Cu foil, rGO, or SirGO was used to pair with freshly scraped Li foil
(99.9%, Alfa Aesar) electrodes. For symmetric cell cycling and
impedance measurements, Li foil, Li-rGO, or Li-SirGO disks were
used as both electrodes. For Li||NMC532 full cells, 50 μm Li foil, LirGO, or Li-SirGO (∼10 mAh/cm2) was paired with NMC532
cathodes (MTI, ∼2.5 mAh/cm2). The Li capacity in the composite
anodes was controlled by optimizing the thickness of the vacuum
ﬁltered rGO or SirGO ﬁlms. The electrolyte employed was either 1 M
LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC or 1 M LiFSI/DME-TFEO. The 1 M
LiPF6/EC-DEC-FEC-VC electrolyte was made by mixing 1 M LiPF6/
EC-DEC (Gotion) with FEC (Sigma-Aldrich) and VC (SigmaAldrich) by a mass ratio of 89:10:1. The 1 M LiFSI/DME-TFEO
electrolyte was made by mixing LiFSI (Nippon), DME (Gotion), and
TFEO (SynQuest). Celgard 2325 (25 μm PP/PE/PP) was used as
the separator. Galvanostatic cycling was conducted on a LAND 8channel battery tester. The impedance spectroscopy measurements
were carried out on a Biologic VMP3 system. For the cycling of full
cells, a constant current−constant voltage (CC−CV) procedure was
used. For the long-term cycling, the CV process was set to ﬁnish when
the current decays to 0.1C. For the rate capability measurement, the
time for the CV process was set to be 20 min under all various rates.

CONCLUSION
The rGO “host” framework is further optimized by embedding
Si nanoparticles between the graphene layers. This improves
the composite anode through two crucial eﬀects. First, Si
serves as nucleation seeds for metallic Li so that Li can be
guaranteed to deposit within the framework even without
prestored Li. Second, by maintaining the composite anode
potential lower than 0.4 V vs Li/Li+, LixSi particles remain
within the framework. They support the gaps between the
graphene layers and enable a negligible thickness ﬂuctuation.
In addition to the electrode architecture design, we also pair
the composite anode with a Li compatible electrolyte,
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